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Jamie Rose opens her thesis with a concise Introduction to the problematics of transgender generally 
and trans literature particularly. Having classified trans literature here as literature “without 
exception, written by a transgender person” (13), she focuses on fictional works that “at least to 
some extent, deal with the transgender experience” (14). (Rose does, however, subsequently 
emphasize that it is important for trans writers to address issues beyond transness.) The second 
chapter, which begins with a discussion of literary awards (specifically Lambda Literary Awards) 
and of fan fiction, focuses on selected works that were written prior to the 2010s; in the third and 
fourth chapters, Rose addresses several works from the past decade, which she characterizes as the 
period of trans literature flourishing. She considers some of these works' common features, namely 
“autobiographicality,” community, traditional and alternative family, engagement with the 
community discourse, the motif of journeying and the ambiguity of endings. 

The thesis is well-written and supported with secondary sources from several disciplinary 
backgrounds. The defense could perhaps discuss the idea that trans literature must be written by a 
trans person as well as the motivations of non-trans people to write about trans people (14). Further, 
to what extent is the notion of “trans community” contradicted with intersectionality (discussed in 
the Introduction); i.e. is it possible to speak about “we, as trans people” (83) or are there rather 
streams (as there are of feminism) such as liberal trans activism, socialist trans activism, etc. Then, 
concerning literature, I have questions about fan fiction (is it always as democratic as it appears to 
be in the cases mentioned on page 40) and also concerning the selection of trans-literary themes: I 
am not as familiar with trans literature as Rose is but I do not find it convincing that “[s]ex work 
plays an important role in the lives of many trans women” (72) and that it is a major literary theme 
of trans literature. Besides the themes mentioned in the thesis, are there other preoccupations Rose 
would consider central for trans literature? 
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